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Persona 5 max confidant guide gamefaqs

After all these years, Persona 5 is finally here. It is a game with an incredibly deep fighting and entertaining system, and an intriguing plot, but one aspect that makes up most of the campaign is the Confident system (formerly known as Social Links). This allows players to interact with different characters around Tokyo and learn from their
stories, all while at the same time gaining benefits, would be able to switch party members to the middle of the battle, or reverse a dire situation into a beneficial one. Given that there are so many confidants with such different personalities, I wanted to share a guide to which the answers are best received by each individual. This ensures
that you will not be wasting unnecessary time spending days and evenings with Confidents, and leveling them quickly. Please note all the values are when you have a Persona with the appropriate tarot card in your arsenal. This guide is only for confidants who require dialog choices to progress, so those that are automatically leveled
through the story (such as Magician) or those that require other means of progress, would be Power, will not be listed here. UPDATE: With the release of Persona 5 Royal, we have added the new Followup dialog options for each Confident. Click here if you are looking for the full persona 5 Royal Confident Guide because there are a
number of changes. Maxing your confidantes into a single playthrough of Persona 5 is a difficult task. Social statistics carry many confidants, making them harder to get into the first parts of the game. Since social statistics report on New Game Plus, maxing Confidents on a second playthrough is much easier. In a first playthrough, you
have to spend every possible moment either maxing your stats or working on a relationship. Upping social statistics (Goodness, Knowledge, Courage, Competence and Charm) will happen over time naturally, but you should also work on them individually. Getting the most out of each session with a confidant takes dedication. You have to
be sure to visit velvet room and grab a Persona that has an arcana matching with your confidant. For example, bring Pixie (a very early Persona game) with you when you hang out with Ann because both are aligned with Arcana Lovers. This will make your relationship with Ann grow faster than normal. Details about each Confident and a
larger explanation of the Arcana match are available in our Confident guide. Spend the first parts of Persona 5 (when you only have a few Confidents at your disposal) leveling social statistics. As the game continues, easy to be overwhelmed by choices about who to spend time with. Max your confidantes early as soon as possible, so you
can focus your late game on characters like Haru or Iwai. We already have a daily overview of the events in Persona 5, but if you want a detailed presentation on how to best spend every day for maximum benefit, check out this great and detailed breakdown on GameFAQs. Related Persona 5 guide and walkthrough For those who are
just getting started with Persona 5, we have a quick heads-up for anyone who needs a Persona 5 Confident or walkthrough guide. Confidentials are required if you want to max everything in the game and win the Platinum Trophy. This is due to the great Phantom Thieves Convone Gold trophy, which requires you to maximize all your
confidants and you can't get Platinum until you've taken this long step. The good news though is that there are several online guides that will make this process very easy for you. The first comes from YouTuber ShackD for those who want a visual guide, but also via GameFaqs in one of the best Persona 5 Confident Guides available
online. The good thing about the GameFaq Guide is that it is spoiler-free, so if you prefer to use it, you can read through all the details here that will help you max out all the confidants in Persona 5.For the YouTube guide, i added a preview below, but the full range of videos are available here. You deal with your confidants so far and what
tips do you have for new players who are just starting the game for the first time? Can you honestly say that Persona 5 is one of the best games you've ever played? Persona 5 Next post Back to Top Page 2 48 comments TheGamer's Persona 5 Royal walkthrough is here to help you get through April with 100% completion, social
statistics, PS4 trophies, and confidants. Welcome to theGamer's Persona 5 Royal walkthrough. Here, we will guide you through all ten playable months of the game, making sure you reach the true end with all the confident ranks and social statistics maxed out, not to mention popping that shiny platinum on the first run of the game. Going
month by month, this guide will include: Overview of the monthNote on restricted/limited eventsDaily Reminders Activity Guide and Palace NotesRecommendations/tips for optimizing fights. We are starting with April, but if you are looking for other months, here are: A few things to note going into this presentation guide: This presentation
guide is a modified version of this guide, optimized for further efficiency and combat efficiency. All rank confidant e-ups are dependent on you bringing a persona of a matching arcana when you spend time with them. With the exception of Rank 1 and Rank 10, if you forget to do so even once you will set your schedule back, sometimes
catastrophic, depending on your confidant. Make sure you keep track of your characters. Reminders will be when the only opportunity to prepare a persona for an event is the night before. However, the sun and moon's confidants don't need matching personae. This walk-through guide is based on the normal difficulty- you might find
having a hard time keeps up on the ways of greater difficulty. Since it is not possible to 100% Achievements Of Den Thieves on your first run, we will be guiding you by popping as many of them as possible, but there will be a main focus like PS4 trophies. This guide will be running on the assumption that you are choosing a platonic route
with all the romance characters to suit everyone, if you find yourself progressing faster with the romanced confidante than the guide plans for, use the extra day as a free slot. However, we recommend that you express at least one teammate to purchase the PS4 trophy, even if you decide to reload and continue with the platonic route. The
trust ranks stuck in the stories will not be included in the monthly output statistics. Is everything ready? Let's get started. April Those of you who played the original P5 will know that April is the month of cutscenes. The game will ease you in the flow of things slowly, which means that you will not have as much freedom of choice/movement
until the first palace infiltration begins in earnest. There's not much to keep in mind for April- you're mostly going to be focusing on starting all available confidants and starting to rank up social statistics. April 12 Class Response: Villains (Knowledges +1)Daytime: Forced palace infiltrationNight: unavailable Ann and Shiho cameo April 13-14
April 15 during the day: Forced palace infiltrationNight: Unavailable (Note: Make sure you are leaving the palace with at least 1500 yen, as you will have to buy some plant nutrients.) April 16, April 17, Daytime: UnivaladNighttime: Scripted Crafting Tools tutorial (Competence +2) April 18 Daytime: Get Pirate Legend from the school library.
Buy plant nutrients from the underground mall at Shibuya. Buy materials for crafting lockpicks from the second-hand store in Yongen-Jaya (optional). Go to the clinic to talk to your doctor (Death rank 1, Guts +1). At night: Complete crosswords at the table on the first floor (Knowledge +1). Clean your room (find Yongen Wanderer and
socially thought) April 19 Class response: These are the same (knowledge +1) Daytime: Chariot 2 (matching person is not required):3, 2, 10, 01, 11, 1, 1 (The numbers here refer to how many confidant points you will get for each dialog option: for example, there are three options for response in the first prompt of The Chariot 2 event. You
will get three points for the first, two for the second, and one for the third. To keep up with your schedule, choose the highest possible value option. Going forward, the values will be based on you having a matching persona in stock.) At night: Use plant nutrients on the plant from (Goodness +2). Craft lockpicks (Competence +2) (Note: If
you buy additional crafting materials to make two lockpicks, it is possible for you to recharge the crafting tools until you get a bonus lockpick at You will have enough to open every chest stuck in the palace, as well as getting a bonus competency point.) April 20 Read Pirate Legend on the Train. During the day: Buy as many healing
supplies as you can from the clinic. Secure the infiltration route to Kamoshida's palace. (Note: It might be a little hard trying to clear the entire palace in one go to this point, it's essential for the program, however. If you're in trouble, go ahead and stop the difficulty. Make sure you leave the palace with Berith registered for the Hierophant
confidant.) At night: Study at Leblanc (Knowledge +3) April 21 Daytime: Study at the library (Knowledge +3) At night: Talk to Sojiro (Hierophant 1):3, 2, 2 April 22 day: Apply for part-time shop job at the underground walkway. Work at the store (Charm +2, trophy) At night: Hierophant 2:2, 0, 00, 2, 02, 02, 0, 0 (Note: Yongen-Jaya at night is
unlocked.) April 23 Class response: All of them (Knowledge +1)Daytime: Study at the library (Guts +1, Knowledge +1)Nighttime: Make Coffee (Charm +1) April 24 Home Shopping (Optional, Share of Spring set recommended)Daytime : Get Aojiru from the beverage stand in the undersigned walkway (Charm rank 2). Apply for the part-time
service in the flower house, then work there (Goodness +2). At night: Go to the bathroom in Yongen (Charm + 3) April 25 Finish Pirate Legend on the Train (Guts +3) Class Response: You have a doubt of support, You have a duty to correct it (Charm +1)Daytime: Bring Pirate Legend back and pull out The Alluring Dancer. Buy the DVD
player from the second hand yongen store. Buy membership from DVD rental store on Shibuya central street, borrow The X Files. Work at the Flower house (Goodness Rank 2)Nighttime: Hierophant 3:2, 0, 00, 2, 02, 0, 2 April 26th Daytime: Study at the Library (Guts Rank 2, Knowledge +1)Nighttime: Watch X Folders (Guts +2) 27 April
Response Class: Four Color Theorem (Knowledge +1)Daytime : Send business card. At night: Solve crosswords (Knowledge +1). Craft Infiltration Tools (Competence +2) April 28 During the Day: Clear Kamoshida's palace. (Note: You shouldn't have real problems with the boss fight; just have Mona healing everyone periodically and follow
the game's instructions. Don't send the Panther on the stealth mission, as she will be caught immediately.) At night: Watch the X-Files (Guts +2) April 29 Daytime: Turn in the X-Files and Rent the Wraith. Chariot 3:2, 0, 03, 2, 02, 0, 0Night: Study (Knowledge +2) April 30 Read Alluring Dancer on the Train. Class Response: Wonder, Child,
A prodigy (Knowledge +1)Daytime: Watch the movie at the Shibuya theatre (Guts +3). At night: Buy materials for tools if necessary. Craft Infiltration Tools- Recharge until you get the bonus point (Competence rank 2) April output statistics: Knowledge 1, Guts 2, Competence 2, Kindness 2, Charm 2Hierophant 3, Lovers 1, Chariot 3, Death
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